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Hedgehogs, foxes, and a new science
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C.P. Snow’s classic, T!le TWO C~rlff~res  ur~d the
.S&wt$c Rmd~&r~,  l amen t s  t he  l ack  o f
communication between the sciences and
the humanities. The problem, however, is
general, and occurs even within the sciences
themselves. The training of information sci-
entists and biologists is a case in point. Com-
puters have revolutionized virtually ever)
aspect of life from business and entertain-
ment to the hard sciences, but their diffusion
into the biological sciences has been slow.

The first wake-up call occurred 15 years
ago, when a routine search of a protein
sequence database revealed a startling
homology between the transforming protein
of the simian sarcoma virus and human
platelet-derived growth factor. A few years
later, when the US Department of Energy
(Washington, DC) initiated the Human
Genome Project, it became obvious that the
need to manage and analyze unprecedented
quantities of data it would generate would
bring sophisticated information technologies
full force into the biomedical sciences. Bioin-
formatics, a word previously known to only a
few specialists, entered the lexicon, and is
now used commonly, if inappropriately, to
encompass the full range of computational
activities in the biological sciences, including
the management, mining, and analysis of
molecular, cellular, and systemic (e.g., eco-
logic.11) databases.

Although the Genome Project was moti-
vated in part by a desire to stimulate the
biotechnology industry and to quicken the
pace of discovery by bringing advanced tech-
nology into the generation and analysis of
biological data, no one-certainly none of
u-fully anticipated the magnitude of the
changes that would occur. (:onspicuousl)
absent from the plans of the federal agencies
was the allLiniportant  dred of hioinform,itics
personnel.

tive diagnostics for the detection and preven-
tion of disease.

Included in the information now in public
databases are several hundred thousand
sequences representing approximately three
quarters of expressed human genes, 10 com-
plete microbial genomes, and a high-resolu-
tion map of the mouse genome. The
information doubling time of approximately
three years is staggeringly short. As striking as
these facts are, they trivialize the complexity of
the information explosion, and they convey
neither the difficulties of using the data nor
its potential for revolutionizing medicine.

A hint at the future is perhaps best con-
veyed by considering the advances in the exper-
imental methodology used to obtain genomic
data. Among the most significant is the devel-
opment of DNA microarray technology-hun-
dreds of thousands of DNA samples displayed
on solid-phase supports, read by hybridization
with flourescent probes, and dil-rctly linked to
microprocessors. One result is high-through-
put measurement-with unparalleled speci-
ficity, accuracy, and reliability-of the
expression of every gene in a given cell and,
more importantly, the ability to rapidly com-
pare levels of gene expression in normal and
pathological tissue. This will make it possible to
compare normal and diseased heart tissue; to
compare normal and cancerous cells in various
stages of transformation; and to stratify com-
pies disorders into homogeneous disease cate-
gories. Such technologies will clearly generate
information at a rate unimagined, even at the
beginning of the decade, and will revolutionize
our understanding of disease diathesis, resis-
tance, and pathognomy.

Rapid progress presupposes an ability to
organize, manipulate, and analyze the data,
aid here, unfortunately, the problems are
substantial. They arise not just from the sheer
volume and complexity of levels of informa-
tion, but from the inevitable variability in
d,it‘l structuring and annot~~tion. A more fun-
damental problem i.\ the lack of J large cadre
of talented biomedical scientists trained in
intormation technologies. we supply/

dcrn~~lnd  mismatch in the United States is
illu5tratcd by c u r r e n t industrial salaries,
which LIII esceed S70,OOO  per year for a \vell-
tr,lint’d  recent hlS degree recipient.

‘l’he problem in developing countries,
lvhc’rc‘ dat,l access i5 scvei-cl), limited, i5 cvc’n
mot-t‘ critlial.  Easy access to genetic infor-niLi-
t i on  \vill become inircasingly  i m p o r t a n t
\vorld\vide as the same tcchniqucs  that ha\,e
bzcn develop& fat- medical ube ai-c applied to
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plant genetics with the goal of developing
high-yield grains and robustness against
inhospitable climates.

Universities in developed nations of the
world must immediately begin to play a sub-
stantial role in addressing these problems. At
Boston University, we have recently intro-
duced a university-wide program in bioinfor-
matics that will span the disciplines of
information science and biology. A four-day
tutorial to meet the needs of local industry is
planned for early September’. In the fall of
1997, the program will introduce a course on
protein and DNA sequence analysis, focused
on the theories and algorithms for sequence
comparison, protein structure modeling, dis-
play, and function identification. A second
new course, “Biological Database Analysis:’
will be offered in the spring of 1998; this will
deal with database structures and methods for
database integration. With three other courses
already in place and more to be developed, the
program will accept its first entering students
for the fall semester of 1998. An important
component of our program will be distance
learning, or the use of interactive compressed
video, delivered either via satellite or by high-
speed telephone lines. The delivery will not be
confined to the local Boston area, or even to
the United States. An experiment with deliv-
ery to Mexico is planned for the spring semes-
ter, and we hope to broaden this to other
developing countries in subsequent years.

Our commitment to educating scientific
leaders who are knowledgeable in both the
information and biological sciences emerges
from the conviction that the requirements for
advanced computational methods are here to
stay,  md their use will no doubt grow, evolve,
and change with the biological and medical
sciences. It is even possible that a new disci-
pline is emerging, one tht demands an edu-
cation that cuts across biology, medicine, and
mathcm,~tics.  The practitioners of this disci-
pline will be generalists rather  than specialists;
foses, Irather  than hedgehogs, to borrow Isaiah
Berlin’s  fi~moua  metaphor’. Hcrlin’s  colleague,
(:.t! Snow, would undoubtedly have taken
he,lrt  that at lc,iat one cultural divide will bc
nat-~-owed. Hut the driving fat-ce to do so is
aubst,untial,  being nothing Ic’ss  t han  wor ld
health ,ind  d changing global economy.

1 http //engpub6 bu edu.7105/b~o~nfo/workshop.html
2 Berlin, I The Hedgehog and the Fox. A study of Leo

Tolstoy’s view of hlstory  where Berltn dlstlngulshes
two types of thinkers:  Generalists like the fox, who
know many things,  and specldllsts  llke the hedgehog,
who know one big thing.
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